


Located in the heart of the Gothic Quarter, BCN LIP Language School is a personal project of owner Sofía Pariente’s and it has become the benchmark in the 
area. We talked to her to understand the reasons of her success and what challenges lie ahead.

How did BCN LIP start?
It came to life from my own initiative in 2008. The idea was to offer Spanish and Catalan classes to foreigners to answer the neighbourhood’s needs. The 
Gothic Quarter has always been composed of a blend of various nationalities, people from abroad needing to learn local languages. That’s how it started 
and little by little, through word of mouth, the school really took off…

What do you mean?
The way we see the relationship between all go further than traditional 
learning. Obviously, whoever signs up to BCN LIP does so to learn a language 
or improve their skills but they’ll find much more. The immersion programme 
we’ve designed includes a monthly event where teachers and students 
interact in real situations. This makes for a fun environment and everyone is 
encouraged to participate. Musicals, culinary events… Students love these 
events because they get together in a very international setup.

This is when the sun element comes in, this dynamism you just mentioned…
That’s right. Moreover, the sense of community we’ve infused into the school 
makes that students themselves suggest activities to organise these 
monthly events. These good vibes translate into fun and unique activities 
that help with the learning process, but also at the level of social and 
interpersonal interactions. In a way, we offer a version of Barcelona that’s 
much more alive and genuine. Many people from different nationalities 
coming together to create something alike to a family… We’re very proud of 
that.

Why the Gothic Quarter?
First of all because I live here and I love the neighbourhood, but also because 
it’s a clear example of how Barcelona is able to integrate different cultures. 
I’m convinced our school wouldn’t have the character it does in any other 
place. The Gothic Quarter is fully part of our DNA.

You told us earlier that you started alone. What’s the school structure like at 
the moment?
The BCN LIP team is composed of 27 people. It’s a stable group of great 
professionals, very involved in the project and with a fantastic team spirit. 
Furthermore, every teacher has a voice in the school and actively participate 
in its operation. From management, we try to make everyone feel valued and 
happy with our performance. This is not only good for the team but also for 
the students: they don’t feel like they’re just a number, which happens so 
often in other places.

And that work philosophy has resulted in an expansion…
In the next few months, we’re going to open a new school on C/ Comtessa de 
Sobradiel, just a block away. This working space will allow us to have six 
more classrooms, therefore making the C/ Avinyó less cramped. This 

new local will maintain our philosophy while bringing something original 
and new. To us, the environment in which a language is learned and where 
people interact is extremely important. No matter which branch you’ll be 
studying in, you’ll feel at home.

Do you think such a school model could work out in another city?
It’d be difficult because our school encapsulates the spirit of Barcelona, a 
small city compared to other capitals but, on the other hand, it’s attractive 
and has a lot to offer to whoever decides to come here. Barcelona is full 
of surprises, just like we are for those who approach us for the first time.

How do you see BCN LIP’s future in the medium-term?
Our idea is to stay true to our original essence and to keep growing, little 
by little without losing what makes us special: the human factor. Any 
learning process – languages above all- is a dynamic and rewarding 
experience that strengthens mental agility and social abilities. It allows 
you to meet new people, understand people from other cultures and their 
values, etc. Learning a language is mentally rejuvenating, something 
that’s very much necessary in this day and age. That’s why we want to 
keep helping people doing it and improving the way they communicate 
with their surroundings.

And started offering other languages…
That’s right but this expansion was driven by local demand from the neighbourhood’s local 
inhabitants. The inception of the methodology and our immersion programmes were 
focused on and aimed at foreigners wanting to learn Spanish or Catalan, but we’ve always 
had a strong international spirit. In fact, we’re not only the benchmark in the area but over 
half of our students contact us from abroad and apply for a visa at the consulate in order 
to study with us. Today we have people from all over the world attending our school: 
Azerbaijan, Brazil, Turkey, Russia, Ukraine, China, Vietnam, Korea, the US, Australia, South 
Africa, Japan, Kazakhstan… The list goes on and on…

What makes BCN LIP different from other schools?
We may be the only school in this neighbourhood but several things set us apart from our 
competition. I always compare the operating of our school to what a plant needs to live and 
grow. The soil are our installations, which are getting larger with six (6) extra classrooms in 
nearby building. The knowledge and involvement of our teachers is the oxygen we need to 
breathe, while the school dynamism and its vitality could be seen as the sun. Lastly, the 
water that feeds and flows through the school is everything related to the emotional factor, 
the empathy generated between school, teachers and students.
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